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CONTENT MARKETING & 
SEO STRATEGY



WHO ARE WE TODAY?

Slovakia
35 employees 

Hungary
5 employees 

Czech republic
10 employees 



VISIBILITY TODAY

The largest SEO agency in Slovakia

One of the top digital agencies in Slovakia

The member of ADMA (Association of Digital Marketing Agencies)

Google Partner agency

Spending 1,5 mil. EUR/ year in AdWords MCC

Juraj Sasko - Google Partner Speaker & sales 
masterclass



Old school SEO



You selected one main keyword

VIRTUÁLNI 
KANCELÁŘ

“Virtual office”



We would build a landing page/website around this keyword



We would try to get as many backlinks as 
possible



We would get backlinks for this website



We would track the 
ranking on Google for 
this keyword and 
possible new traffic



This doesn’t work any more..



Why?



Google Algorithm updates



People still more and more search for long tail 
keywords



Not provided organic keyword data in Google 
Analytics



 Number of top 
ranking domains 
is still smaller 
and Google 
prefers trusted 
sites



KNOWLEDGE GRAPH



Solution?

• New, fresh and unique content regularly 
being updated

• Getting natural back links e.g. from social 
networks

• SEO targeting to topics rather than 
keywords



How to do it?



CONTENT MARKETING



CONTENT MARKETING

• Increasing traffic of the website (SEO)

• Creating likeable and shareable content for 
social networks (SOCIAL)

• Increasing conversions

• Improving TrustBrand



CONTENT MARKETING















How to do it?





“Fictional person with aims, goals 
and behaviour that fits our customer 
profile.”

• Persona is not a target group
• Initially used for web design 



Personas should represent your 
ideal customer based on real data.

1. Target group description
2. Google Analytics
3. Facebook insights and graphic search
4. Profiles on the web
5. Internet forums





Topic targeting?



TOPIC TARGETING



What are the advantages of topics?

1. Long tail keywords are easier to rank and 
have generally higher conversion rate

2. No limitations in terms of keywords or 
pages

3. Less risk for being penalized by search 
engines



Example



Example



Thank you for your attention

linkedin.com/in/sasko 

 sasko@visibility.sk


